Background: Depressed patients are preoccupied with unhappy thoughts which reduce their capacity to focus on attention, memory, and other cognitive performance. Aim: The aim of this study is to assess neuropsychological deficits in elderly depressive and compare it with matched normal controls. Methods: After consideration of inclusion and exclusion criteria, the sample of 30 elderly depressive patients diagnosed on the basis of International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Edition criteria and 30 normal controls were selected. The selection of sample was by purposive sampling from private psychiatric clinic of Bhopal. The age range of sample was 60 years and above. All participants were administered the Geriatric Depression Scale, and the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery-1 (LNNB form-1). Results: On the Geriatric Depression Scale, 21 patients were at mild level and nine patients were at severe level of depression. None of the normal controls were depressed. On LNNB form-1, depressive patients showed significant elevation on receptive speech, arithmetic, memory, reading, writing, and expressive speech as compared to normal controls. Conclusion: Older depressive patients showed significantly more neurocognitive deficits as compared to normal controls. It is important that these deficits are identified and addressed for the holistic treatment of late-onset depression.
There has been a renewal of interest in testing patients' with depression on a broad range of neuropsychological tasks in the last decade. This has promoted a growing awareness that, like schizophrenia and other neurological disorders, mood disorders may be associated with a distinct pattern of cognitive impairment. Such impairments of cognitive function are seldom measured. This is surprising because it is easier objectively to measure memory impairment, for example, than it is to measure other core feature of depression in old age such as the severity of depressed mood or sleep disturbance. However, also central to current interest is the effort to link theories of cognitive neuropsychology to the anatomy and physiology of brain function. If depression is indeed a brain disease, T he ageing process is a biological reality which has its own dynamic, largely beyond human control. Old age is a phase of the life cycle characterized by its own developmental issues, many of which are concerned with loss of physical agility, and mental acuity, friends and loved ones, and status and power. Internationally, the prevalence of depression and cognitive impairment in geriatric participants is estimated to be 11%-30% [1, 2] and 17%-36%, [2] [3] [4] respectively. Therefore, though depression is primarily a mood disorder, for many older adults, it is also a cognitive disorder. Elderly depressives with comorbid cognitive impairment are a particular clinical concern because it increases the rate of adverse outcomes for physical health, functional status, and mortality. [5] then neuropsychological impairments may lead us to the relevant neural substrates. It is now commonly accepted that depression with age is associated with a number of deficits in episodic memory and learning. [6] This finding is consistent across most studies and appears to involve both explicit verbal and visual memory in patients with both melancholic endogenous and nonmelancholic nonendogenous depression. [7] Implicit memory tasks, on the other hand, appear to be spared. [8] [9] [10] [11] Temporal lobe lesions typically disrupt episodic memory; given that reductions in hippocampal volume are demonstrated in patients with major depression, it may be that impaired mnemonic function is associated with dysfunction of the hippocampus in depression. [12] Depression with cognitive impairment is among the most important mental health problem which occurs in elderly people. In both conditions, the patients have severe consequences, including diminished quality of life, functional decline, increased use of services, and high mortality.
Late-onset depression and cognitive impairment often occur together, suggesting a close association between them. It is not known, however, whether depression leads to cognitive decline or vice versa. Clinical practice and research evidence suggest that depression precedes cognitive decline in old age. However, inferring a relationship is hampered because most studies on this topic examined only the association between depression and the subsequent development of cognitive impairment. Thus, the present study was undertaken to assess the neuropsychological deficits in elderly depressive and compare it with matched normal controls.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample
The sample consisted of thirty elderly depressive patients diagnosed on the basis of International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Edition-Diagnostic Criteria for Research [13] criteria and age range of 60 and above with minimum of 2 years of illness and free from comorbid psychiatric or major medical illnesses. Equal number of age-and sex-matched control participants without any psychiatric or physical illnesses formed the control group. All participants were explained the aim of the study and gave informed consent.
Sampling technique
Sampling technique was purposive sampling. Patients were selected from private clinics of Bhopal.
Tools used for assessment
• Sociodemographic and clinical datasheet • Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) [14] •
Battery (LNNB, form-1).
[15]
Procedure
After screening according to inclusion and exclusion criteria, patients were selected for study. Clinical interview and required history were taken and sociodemographic sheet was filled. GDS was administered to assess the depression in elderly. LNNB-I was administered in 2-3 sessions over a period of 1 day of 2 consecutive days on both depressive and normal controls.
The tests were scored as per the test manuals. Statistical analyses were carried out using Chi-square test and Student's t-test as appropriate.
RESULTS
The mean and standard deviation (SD) of age of normal and depression patients was 62.66 (±2.08) years and 63.46 (±2.40) years, respectively. The mean and SD of education level of normal and depressive patients was 13.2 ± 2.97 years and 11.8 ± 3.42 years, respectively. All the participants were male, married, from urban area, and right handed. There were no significant differences between the depressive patients and normal controls on the sociodemographic characteristics.
On the GDS, 21 patients were at mild level and nine patients were at severe level of depression. None of the normal controls were depressed. The mean critical level of LNNB-I profile of normal and depressive was 61.9 and 64.23 levels, respectively. On LNNB-I depressed elderly participants showed significantly poorer performance than normal on receptive speech, writing, reading, arithmetic, and memory [ Table 1 ].
DISCUSSION
The study reveals that depressive patients underwent a general cognitive decline which is evidenced by differences in neuropsychological test performance relative to normal controls on LNNB-I; performance differences were especially in domain of receptive speech, reading, writing, and memory. The poor performance of depressive patients compared to the normal controls in the present study indicates that probably depressive symptoms are associated with cognitive decline which is supported by the findings of earlier studies. [16, 17] A meta-analytic study also concluded that a motivation deficit has the potential to impair the performance of all neuropsychological tasks in depression. [18] Cognitive functions are associated with symptoms of depression. Functional imaging and brain stimulation studies have convincingly proved that dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VmPFC) play significant roles in the pathophysiology of depression. Apart from playing an important role in the generation of negative emotion, through its projections to amygdala and hypothalamus, VmPFC also coordinates the negative emotions. [19] Studies suggest that DLPFC-mediated cognitive control functions, memory, learning, attention executive functions, also pertain to emotion. Specifically, functional imaging studies demonstrate the recruitment of DLPFC during the regulation of negative emotion through reappraisal/suppression strategies. [20] Studies associate depression with abnormally high levels of VmPFC activity [21, 22] but abnormally low levels of DLPFC activity, [23] [24] [25] thus affecting cognitive functions. This could explain the findings of the present study where patients with depression showed poor performance on LNNB-I scale.
The mean critical level of LNNB-I profile of depressive and normal were 64.2 and 61.9 levels, respectively. On LNNB-I, depressive patients show significantly poorer performance than normal controls which is clear from Table 1 which indicates that LNNB-I profile of depressive shows elevation on scales above the critical level, namely, receptive speech, writing, reading, arithmetic, and memory. However, LNNB-I profile of normal participants shows scale above the critical levels, namely, arithmetic, memory, and intellectual scales. Thus, it was found from the present study that although there was elevation on mean profile of both the groups, a significant difference was obtained between both the groups only on receptive speech, writing, reading, and memory scales. The above findings are consistent with the findings of an earlier study which found that in comparison to controls, depression is associated with a number of deficits in episodic memory and learning. [26] Another recent study also noted deficit in immediate verbal memory, short-term memory, and working memory of major depressive patients with increasing age. [27] Earlier studies have also reported that depressives showed impairments in complex integration for concept formation, spontaneous cognitive flexibility, initiation ability, [28] and have poor performance strategies in comparison with controls. [29] In the present study, depressive had poor performance than normal control on memory functions and also had problem in new learning and recall interference which indicates that during depressive stage, patients are unable to carry out cognitive functions properly. This is consistent with findings of a recent study which found a significant variation in performance between depressive patients and normal controls in most cognitive functions, especially memory (P < 0.0001), semantic fluency (P < 0.0001), verbal fluency, and digit symbol (P < 0.0001). Late-onset depression patients scored lower and exhibited more severe impairment in memory domains than early-onset depression patients (P < 0.05). Both depressed groups, early and late onset, were more inactive than controls (P < 0.05; odds ratio: 6.02). [30] Depressive symptoms may be a prodrome of cognitive decline, the early manifestation of a neurodegenerative process, causing depression, and dementia. Depression with onset after 60 years of age is associated with pathology of subcortical and deep white matter structures [31] and is more frequently associated with cognitive impairment, typically with prominent abnormalities in executive function that reflect underlying disruption of frontostriatal circuits. [32] [33] [34] [35] 
CONCLUSION
Elderly patients with depression have significantly more neurocognitive deficits as compared to age-matched nondepressed controls. It is important that these deficits are identified and addressed for the holistic treatment of late-onset depression.
Limitations
The study had various limitations. The sample size was small. Females could not be included in the study which is a primary limitation in the applicability of the present findings to female depressive patients. A structured clinical interview was not conducted for making psychiatric diagnosis. Being a cross-sectional study, we could not conclude whether depression leads to cognitive dysfunction or vice versa. Neuroradiological investigations would have added to better inference.
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